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Infrastructure requirements
• OECD

(2015), total global infrastructure investment
requirements by 2030 for transport, electricity generation,
transmission and distribution, water and telecommunications
are no less than USD 71tn.

• This represents 3.5% of annual World GDP 2007 - 2030.
• OECD (2013), Many infrastructure investments are public

investments. However, because of budget constraints, private
investments are mobilized through public-private partnerships
(PPP).
• PPPs account potentially for 15% of annual capital central

government expenditure around the world.

PPP MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
1. Bundling of project phases (BOT, DBFO..)
2. Private finance

3.

Long term contract (typically 25-30 years)

Higher risk transfer to private sector
(construction; demand/availability risks; etc.)

4.
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TYPES OF PPP PROJECTS
• Financially free standing (concession-type)_

- users fees
(highways, roads, bridges)
• Availability Payment (PFI-type)

- users do not pay
- shadow prices; availability & performance fees
(Schools, Hospitals, Prisons)
• (Joint ventures companies)

Sectors
Water

All phases of water treatment and distribution

Waste water and sewerage
Trasport

Environment

Leisure centres

Museums

Others

Roads– Motorways– Bridges and Tunnels – Aereoports–
Ports– Interports – Local public transports
Reciclying

Swimming pools, sport centres etc..

Congress centre- renovation public buildings– Libraries

Hospitals– Prisons– Schools– Public Building, Mililtary
accomodation– Parking

Number of projects, 2010-2017

EPEC Data

EPEC Data, 2010-2017

Top countries in Europe (2016). Source: EPEC, 2017

EPEC Data, 2010-2017

World Bank’s database currently provides information on
more than 6,000 infrastructure projects dating from 1984 to
2017.
But careful with definition of PPP for consistency!

Among Latin American Countries, the leading country in the
region is Brazil, followed by Mexico and Chile. In Latin
America to increase effectiveness of PPPs contracts, several
LAC countries have created units within the ministries to deal
specific with PPP contracts. The units aid in the design and
procurement process of PPPs (OECD, 2014).

Iossa and Saussier (ACE, 2018): Need for
PPP will raise
- more budet constrained public authority
- contraction of States and more delegation to
private sector

RATIONALE FOR PPP
(i) Private sector more
efficient?

(ii) Private finance
cheaper?

(iii) Build infrastructures
Off balance?

Megginson
Netter
(2001): not always

No; risk premium

IPPR (2001): no
Eurostat (2004,08)

SO WHY PPP?
Hart (2003 EJ, Bennett Iossa 2006JPubE, Iossa Martimort 2012 RJE, 2015 Jpet)

Because bundling of
design, building and
management in a long
term contract..

Thus, inducing contractor
to take into account how
its investment/choices at
design and building stage
will impact on operational
costs/demand

..creates a single point of
responsibility, which
makes risk transfer more
effective on incentives.

..this can
potentially yield
better services
and cheaper
infrastructures

Efficiency gain: Addressing Incentive problem
• Asymmetric information on:
• Costs and time for completion, operational costs,
quality of infrastructure, service quality, forecasted
demand, construction risk, demand risk etc
(exogeneous)
• Actions/decisions which affect cost and demand and
risks ( endogenous)
• Incomplete contracts :
• Non-forecastable events
• Non-describable contingencies
• Too costly to write or describe contingencies

KEY TO PPP: Risk transfer
• Risk definition: Uncertain outcomes which have a direct

effect on the provision of the service or its financial return
(i.e. it affects social benefit, cost or revenues)
• Risks in PPPs can be:
• Retained by the PA
• Transferred to, retained by, Project Company (PC)
• Transferred to PC, and then reallocated to third parties

(i.e. subcontractors)
• Covered by insurance
• Transferred to end users, if these pay user fees

Main risks in PPPs
• Misspecification of output requirements
• Design and site risk
• Construction risk and time schedule
• Operational risk
• Demand risk and availability risk
• Risk of changes in public needs
• Legislative, Political and Regulatory risk

• Residual value risk

The risk allocation issues
• The risk allocation affects the expected returns from the

project and their riskiness. Thus, risk allocation affects the
project bankability, SPV’s risk balance and the Lender’s
returns.
• The risk allocation affects whether the project will be on

or off balance. Eurostat 2008: A project is off-balance if
- PC bears construction risk
- PC bears either demand risk of availability risk
• The

risk allocation affects the incentives of the
contractor and of the public authority

Criteria for efficient risk allocation
• …should not be to circumvent EUROSTAT
• …should not be to pass all risks to SPV
• ….should not to isolate SPV from risk
• ….should not to isolate banks from risks to ensure they finance

BUT:
Trade off
risk premium considerations
and incentive provisions

Who should bear these risks?
• A common mistake by PAs in Europe is to try to push

bidders to accept too much risk
• A common mistake in Europe is not to try to push bidders

to accept enough risk
•

Lenders typically do not want to take risk: they want the
PC to be an empty box with all risk allocated elsewhere
• Misallocation of risk is the key problem in PPP

Good News
(UK National Audit Office 03; 07; HM Treasury 06)
COMPLETION TIME: 76% PPP on time
30% non-PPP
RISK TRANSFER:

22% PPP price renegotiation
73% non-PPP

MANAGEMENT STAGE (survey, PUK, 06)
96% of PS sample were “satisfied” or “more than satisfied”
66 %: “good” o “very good.

Mollisi, 2015: PPP in Italian District Heating
• PPP represents 13% (35% by value) last 10 years
• Externality btw construction and operation: better network
design reduces heat dispersion & thus operational costs.
Dataset: (AIRU) 148 plants btw 2007-2013, 750 observations.
SioP Study to identify plants.
- Output data (heated volume, energy produced in Mwh)
- Input data (distribution substation, network length, labour
cost)
- Proxy investment in plant quality (frequency of substation for
100m; better design allow better plants distribution on network)

• Structural Approx.
• OLS and Fixed Effects (FE) estimation
• PPP associated with 5% more productivity

Bad News:
• Dejan Makovšek & Marian Moszoro Risk pricing inefficiency in PPP.

• Evidence: PPP returns systematically and substantially

above expected returns, also for availability-based PPPs.
• Blanc-Brude, Goldsmith, & Välilä (2009) observed ex ante

construction cost (contract prices) in 162 traditionally
procured and 65 PPP road projects in Western Europe:
PPPs were 24% more costly than equivalent traditionally
procured projects.
• Higher returns justifiable if high risk transfer to SPV, but

evidence seems to suggest that this is not the case.

• European PPP EPEC (2015) reported that in 2013, over

90% of PPP transactions closed were without demand
risk.
• Undue Renegotiation (Guasch, 2004; Bajari, Houghton

and Tadelis, 2013)
•

Overall very little risk transferred to SPV.

• Furthermore, PPP contracts typically provide for revenue

guarantees contingent on the realization of some
external event.
• Hemming (2006): many countries have poor records of

guarantees provided. Self reporting used.
• Engel (2011): in Chile evidence that authority relies solely

on traffic data provided directly by contractor
•

Who understands about risk transfer? What is a fair
rate of returns for risks is difficult for outsiders to
judge (18-20% for London underground?)

Iossa and Martimort (2013)

Evidence from contracts
• Often different provisions across contracts. E.g. Who

should bear traffic risk in a PPP for a motorway?
 WB: traffic risk borne by contractor
 Indian Govt: traffic risk borne by contractor unless traffic

growth less than expected, due to economic conditions

Why bad implementation in practice?
Public authority (PA) SHOULD
•

Choose PPP only if efficient, i.e. best alternative (Public Sector
Comparator)

• Define main contractual terms before tender so as to allocate risks

efficiently.

• But in practice DON’T:
•
•
•
•
•

Make choices to ensure bankability not efficiency.
Public Sector Comparator poorly calculated.
Look at striking deal not long term benefits
Negotiate contract terms
Lack transparency to protect themselves, claiming commercial
confidentiality.

WHAT TO DO?
 Centrally designed Standardized contracts: Impose PA
to use them and allow modifications only if explicitly
justified
 Aggregate PA’s procurement of PPP; Create PPP expert
center.
 Transparency on PPP contracts and performance.
Make contracts & performance available ONLINE (limit
abuse of “commercially sensitive information”). Use
benchmarking
 Training PPP officials, more Competency needed
 Fight Corruption

The benefit of transparency (Publicity)
Coviello, Mariniello (JPubE 2013)
• Database of Italian procurement auctions. Auctions with a

value above the threshold must be publicized in the Regional
Offcial Gazette and two Provincial newspapers.
• For each auction, relate the level of publicity to:
– Number of bidders, winning rebate and other rebates
– Type of winners (local origins and size), frequency of wins
– ex-post efficiency (days of delays in delivery, and resales)

The benefit of more competence
• Decarolis, Giuffrida, Iossa, Mollisi Spagnolo (2018 NBER)
• Data: all service and construction contracts worth over $25,000

awarded by US Federal Agencies from 2010 to 2015 (Federal
Procurement Data System, FPDS)
• Strong, positive effect of competence on both cost and time

performance.
• Lifting the level of competence of all federal bureaus to that of
the bureau at the 90th percentile of the competence distribution
– which happens to be NASA Glenn Research Center – would
imply a reduction in cost overrun of $102,619 on average
per contract or around $13.5 billion in total across all contracts
in the dataset.
• This implies a saving of 54.4 days in execution time,
corresponding to 7.2 million days across all the contracts in the
dataset.

Competition issues in PPPs
• The same factors that provide the rationale for PPP may cause

competition concerns
• LIMITED COMPETITION and SMEs PARTICIPATION

• Bundling of project phases, risk transfer and long term
•
•
•
•

contracting, make PPP contracts rather complex
High bidding costs (sunk costs)
5% of project
(Yescombe, 2002)
Long tendering periods: : 34
months average;
Limited participation (especially of SMEs)
High/Low risk of corruption hampering competition

value

PARTICIPATION IN PPP TENDERS: which questions
 Which and How many firms in the PPP tender?
 Any entrants?
 Do we care about SMEs?
 Do we welcome foreign firms?

 Is there an incumbent advantage?
 What will happen to competition over time?
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When competeny pays: The London bus market
• Bus services in London are provided through different mechanisms than
•

•

•

•

•

pertain in the rest of Britain, because they are tendered in London.
The London market is dominant in England, with nearly ¼ of all the bus
miles and over ½ of all bus passenger journeys being undertaken in the
London market. It serves a population of 9 million.
London bus services are tendered on a gross cost basis, with no
requirement on the operator to collect revenues, which go directly to TfL.
Company to provide vehicles, personnel, maintenance, etc.
The tenders are offered on a route-by-route basis, for an initial five years,
extendable in some cases to seven. There are significant quality controls,
both as regards frequency and punctuality, and bus condition, with a twoway penalty structure in place.
Routes are offered in tranches on a regular cycle and whilst a compliant bid
must include a gross cost per route for the specified service, other bids
including joint route bids are allowed, and commonly are presented.
TfL normally awards the contract to the lowest bidder and publishes that
bidder’s price and identity, the highest price and the number of bidders.
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Iossa Waterson (2017) Data collected
• For the analysis of

competition over time:

• For the analysis of

garages:
• Listing of company garages

• 402 routes from 2003 to 2015 in

which the contract has been let at
least twice, routes identified by
number.
• Sources: TfL website plus
• Londonbuses.co.uk
• Londonbusroutes.net

• These latter for features such as

PVR, company history, garaging
facilities, history of the route.
• Sample contract for updating
formula

• Complete set of routes 1-499

plus “letter” routes and their
operator as of Autumn 2015
• Postcodes for each garage
and each start and end point of
each route
• Driving distances and times
between all points from
Doogal.co.uk
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Competition over time: stylised facts
Operators as at October 2014

Operator
Go-Ahead
Metroline
Arriva
Stagecoach
RATPDev
Abellio
Transit Systems
Others

Market share
24.68
18.00
17.75
14.04
11.45
7.60
5.07
1.41

Winning company
1. Second tender
N. of contracts Percen
winner
company
awarded
tage
Same Company
Different
division/name

194

48.26

106

26.37

Different Company

102

25.37

Total

402

100.00

Tender
First Tender

Second Tender

Average Number
of Bidders
3.03

2.85

N. of Contracts
with higher
competition
120 have more
competitors
150 have fewer
competitors
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Does the lowest bidder always win?

• Looking at all cases where >1

bid
Numb
er
%
Cases with more than one
bidder
Reasons for not awarding to
lowest:
Joint bid is lower cost
Higher quality expected from
award
Incumbent past good
performance

1065

100

153

14.4

64

6.0

53

5.0

Plus various other miscellaneous reasons, the most important being “bid
withdrawn”
Sample: all routes (1152 obs.), all years

More to be
investigated here
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Competition over time: prices
Explaining the price changes
Price changes over time

Probit regression: Dependent is probability
that the second contract is at a higher price
per mile than the first.

Variable
Biddersnew/old
Contract 7
Non-joint, joint
Joint, non-joint
Joint, joint
Same company
Year variable
398
observations

Marginal
effect
-0.105
-0.151
-0.225
-0.078
-0.188
0.112
0.097

z
Sig
statistic level
-2.45
-2.63
-2.28
-0.9
-2.64
2.13
5.76

5%
1%
5%
Non
1%
5%
1%
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London bus garage
locations
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The role of garages: sample of 557 routes
Is the winner the firm whose
garage is nearest to the route?

Winner's Rank

Count

Are other firms in a position to
compete?

Percentage

1

262

47.0

2

123

22.1

3

77

13.8

4

49

8.8

5 or greater

46

8.3

Percentages

Winne
Min
r's
time
time

Secon Third
d min min

Number < 10
min

53.1

84.2

31.4

6.8

Number < 15
min

77.6

99.3

83.3

46.5

Number < 20
min

89.0

99.8

96.8

75.6
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Conclusions
• TFL, seems to have thought very carefully how to

design tenders so as to maintain competition over time.
• It has chosen relatively small contracts, high tender
frequency, small lot sizes compared with the size of the
market, and a large degree of transparency
• The dispersed nature of garage ownership seems to
have been a major factor in this: several operators’
garages are near enough to provide service
• More bidders on second occasion and longer first
contract lead to higher probability of lower price second
time, as does move to joint bid.
• Prices are rising slightly over time, but competition
largely being maintained.
• Policy implications: Disperse specific assets widely
amongst bidders; divide and stagger contracts.

Conclusions: Support for PPP but need:
 Centrally designed Standardized contracts: Impose PA
to use them and allow modifications only if explicitly
justified
 Aggregate PA’s procurement of PPP; Create PPP expert
center.
 Transparency on PPP contracts and performance. Make
contracts & performance available ONLINE (limit abuse
of “commercially sensitive information”).
 Use benchmarking.
 Training PPP officials, more Competency needed

 Fight Corruption
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